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After decades of research activity, Chinese spoken language processing (CSLP) has advanced considerably both in practical technology and theoretical discovery. In this book, the editors provide both an introduction to the field as well as unique research problems with their solutions in various areas of CSLP. The contributions represent pioneering efforts ranging from CSLP principles to technologies and applications, with each chapter encapsulating a single problem and its solutions.

It is generally agreed that speech will play a major role in defining next-generation human-machine interfaces because it is the most natural means of communication among humans. To push forward this vision, speech research has enjoyed a long and glorious history spanning the entire twentieth century. As a result in the last three decades we have witnessed an intensive technology progress spurred on by recent advances in speech modeling, coordinated efforts between government funding agencies and speech communities for data collection and benchmark performance evaluation, and easy accesses to fast and affordable computing machineries. In the context of spoken language processing, we consider a collection of technical topics ranging over all aspects of speech communication, including production, perception, recognition, verification, synthesis, coding, analysis, and modeling. We have also seen quite a few spoken language system concepts moving out of research laboratories, and being deployed into real-life services and applications.
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Optimizing and Assessing Information Technology, + Web Site: Improving Business Project ExecutionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A valuable guide to making better IT decisions within business


	Optimizing and Assessing Information Technology is designed to be both easy-to-use and immediately useful. Engaging and accessible, this book has been created to help you focus on improving business project execution through effective IT optimization and...
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SharePoint 2010 Six-in-One (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011

	On a weekly basis, some poor IT workers — both IT pros and developers — are saddled with new
	projects and or technology they know nothing about and are asked to run with them. They ’ re
	expected to be successful with little guidance, direction, or training. They ’ re also expected to pull
	off these tremendous...
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Formal Syntax and Semantics of Programming Languages: A Laboratory Based ApproachAddison Wesley, 1994
This text developed out of our experiences teaching courses covering the formal semantics of programming languages. Independently we both developed laboratory exercises implementing small programming languages in Prolog following denotational definitions. Prolog proved to be an excellent tool for illustrating the formal semantics of programming...
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The SmartMoney Guide to Long-Term Investing: How to Build Real Wealth for Retirement and Future GoalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
What do you imagine when you picture your retirement? Jet-setting around the world? Hopping between two homes—a condo on the beach and a wintry getaway in the mountains? Or simply living the life of Riley, playing golf or tennis with your buddies as the sun sets?

Whatever your goal, we realize that it’s a lot easier to dream...
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Hedge Fund Modeling and Analysis Using Excel and VBA (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Co-authored by two respected authorities on hedge funds and asset management, this implementation-oriented guide shows you how to employ a range of the most commonly used analysis tools and techniques both in industry and academia, for understanding, identifying and managing risk as well as for quantifying return factors across several key...
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Hacking the Hacker: Learn From the Experts Who Take Down HackersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Meet the world's top ethical hackers and explore the tools of the trade


	Hacking the Hacker takes you inside the world of cybersecurity to show you what goes on behind the scenes, and introduces you to the men and women on the front lines of this technological arms race. Twenty-six of the world's top white hat...
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